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INTRODUCTION. New analyses of Voyager images o f  Tethys suggest a more complex geologic history 

than previously reported (1.2.3). A volcanic complex has been identified on i ts trail ing hemisphere, though low 

image resolution prompts caution in interpretation. A previously unreported basin has also been identified. 

LEADING HEMISPHERE ALBEDO FEATURES. A faint but undoubted dark stripe extends from latitude 25 

to  -15 parallel t o  the equator between lthaca Chasma and Odysseus. It is clearly visible i n  all images of the 

region. Images 074281-001 and 1394S1-001 suggest convex extensions into cratered terrain (possible 

embayment) but this is very uncertain. North and south of this stripe, slightly higher albedo material appears to  

form Dione-like (but very faint) whisps. Beyond them, extremely faint dark patches, hard to  distinguish f rom 

processing artifacts, seem t o  occur i n  both hemispheres. The leading side of Tethys thus resembles the trail ing 

side of Dione, though contrast is much lower on this high albedo satellite. The Tethyan features may be more 

degraded, or may have intrinsically lower contrast. Images 1390S1-001 and 139451 001 suggest that the 

whisps have no topographic expression and are heavily cratered. The northern ~ h i s p  IS radial to Odysseus, the 

southern is not. Since the northern whisp IS not buried by Odysseus ejecta near the basln r im (where late low- 

velocity ejecta would occur even on low-gravity Tethys), i t  postdates the impact 
DOUBLE RING BASIN. Seen wel l  at l ow resolution in  074281-001 and obliquely but at higher resolution 

in  1700S2-001, this 300 km basin at -35, 350 has many superposed craters, in  contrast to Odysseus. It can be 

discerned in  (4) but has not previously been described (see 5). It is on the l imb in  122152-001 and seems more 

relaxed than Odysseus. lthaca Chasma branches at latitude -20 where i t  meets the basin The eastern trough 

lies between the basin rings, the western one skirts the outer ring. A faint arcuate scarp at -10, long. 15 may 
be part of a third ring just west of the main branch of the chasma (Figure 1). Despite claims (3,6), lthaca 

Chasma does not fol low a great circle centred on Odysseus. Its extended great circle passes through (0, 1801, 
only 30 degrees from the r im of Odysseus. Since Stickney (Phobos) and Herschel (Mimas) both lie on great- 

circle fracture systems (Figure 2, and see ref. 7). it is postulated that near-catastrophic collisions preferentially 

cause faulting in  the weakest great circle containing the impact point. In this view, lthaca Chasma is the 

result of the large impact a t  -35, 350. Odysseus ejecta buried adjacent parts of the rift, and possibly 

reactivated faults near i ts antipode, where the chasma is deepest. Global expansion (8) may also have 

deepened the rift. A faint 200 km crater at -40,90 is also noted. 

TRAILING HEMISPHERE VOLCANIC COMPLEX. A diffuse dark stripe oriented N-S at long. 270 has 

extremely uncertain boundaries that are tentatively claimed t o  be more complex than previously thought. Just 

north of Penelope, the boundary is sharp and follows a possible scarp extending north from the crater rim. At 

+30, 280 the boundary seems to  fol low the cratered plains - cratered terrain contact This suggests 

emplacement of cratered plains as a fluid and either darkening of the plains at these longitudes (e.g. by 

radiation effects on methane) or deposition of dark or darkenable material over cratered plains here. A dark 

patch on the eastern floor of Penelope was probably volcanically emplaced (lunar analog Humboldt). A dark 

stripe between +5, 180 and -10, 210 resembles a chasma in  029082-001 but shows no relief in  0800S2-001. It 

may be a similar volcanic deposit erupted along a fault. A dark spot 30 x 60 krn across at -15, 180 is seen in  

1770S2-002 and 029082-001. I t  lies at the junction of three lineaments which fan out into the northern 

hemisphere west of Odysseus (Figure 1). This spot is close to  the lthaca Chasma great circle, and may be a 

volcanic deposit erupted through Odysseus ejecta at a site where several faults intersect. Two more very small 

( < I 0  km) dark spots at +12, 264 and +24, 265 lie within the 270 longitude dark stripe. They repeat in  several 

images (best seen in  099982-001, 122182-001) and are clearly not artifacts. They may be small vents (lunar 

analog: Alphonsus). Alternately, all three spots may be ejecta containing dark subsurface material (lunar 

analog: Copernicus H). Near the terminator (long. 270, lat. +30 to  -30) in  image 1700S2-001 is an extremely 

smooth region, too small for crater counts but very l ightly cratered. It is distinct from the 'lightly cratered 

plains' of ref. 9. In image 122182-001 several N-S lineaments are visible in the northern p a n  of this region 

(Figure 1). The smooth material is interpreted as a young volcanic deposit, probably a flow, possibly erupted 

from fissures t o  the north (the lineaments). 
INTERPRETATION. A tentative history is proposed to  link the above observations. Formation o f  the 

degraded basin initiated lthaca Chasma. The Odysseus impact enhanced rift ing near its antipode (long. O), and 

ejecta buried the chasma near long. 180. High albedo f lows fi l led a large depression near long. 300 ( low albedo 

plains covered w i th  Odysseus ejecta would probably have been excavated by later impacts). Later, dark 
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materials were erupted in  several areas. These may have been pyroclastics, accounting for their diffuse 

boundaries. Thicker or darker deposits were erupted from N-S fissures at 270 long., and thinner or less dark 

deposits were locally derived (or may be distal fallout from a major outburst at long. 270, displaced by 

rotation of Tethys o r  redeposited from Saturn orbit) in  the leading hemisphere. Small local eruptions also 

occurred in places. High albedo whisps on the leading hemisphere may be water ice deposited along 

unresolved fissures (analog: Dione, Rhea). A thick young pyroclastic blanket or f l ow at long. 270 marked the 

final volcanic episode in  this region, and now forms a very l ightly cratered plain. Subsequent cooling and 

global expansion deepened lthaca Chasma. 

FUTURE OBSERVATIONS. Analysis of multispectral Voyager images may help characterize the features 

described here. Limb profiles may provide useful topographic information. The Cassini mission should attempt 
t o  image the 240-300 longitude zone at very high resolution t o  confirm details of f lows and vents. The 

combination of l ight and dark f lows and pyroclastics, also possibly seen on Dione, suggests a complex volcanic 

history warranting further study and intersatellite comparison. 
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Figure 1. Features of Tethys (latitude +57 t o  -57) described in  text (based on ref. 10). 

Figure 2. Sketch maps of Phobos and Mimas (lat. +57 t o  -57). showing craters and major faults. 

Dashed lines are great circles. Phobos map adapted f rom (11). 
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